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Terrorism qnd Communism
"We are bound, rnaturally, by ties of
open moral solidarity to Grynszpan and

not to his temocnatic' jailers, or the

Stalinist slanderrrs, who need Grynszpan's oorpse to prop up, €ven if only
partially and indirectly, the verdicts of

Mosc$w's iustice. ...
"People come choap who are capable.
only of fulminating against injustice and'

bestiality. But thme who, like Grynszpan, ane abl'e to act as well as conceive,

if need be,
ore the precious leaven of mankind."
sacrificing their own lives
Trotsky,

"For
-L.February 1939

Gr5rnszpan,"

While this country's recent rightward
drift has not as yet exploded into, the

anti-communist hysteria

of the

Cold

'War-McOarthy period, there has been a
growing apprehension among' radicals
that the atmosphere of repression, skillfully manipulated by bourgeois demagogues, will not easily or lightly be dissipated. Judging from that earlier period, we can expect a section of the left
to respond to the repression by "con-

servatizing" itself-toning down its

propaganda and emasculating its politics, throwing itself into a paranoid posture and attempting to convince the
public that it is really perfectly respect-

able. The Panthers' "United Front
Against Fascism" Conference showed
this tendency: their militant and sometimes adventuristic policies having
drawn to them the full brunt of hysterical, murderous reaction, the Panthers sought to protect themselves by
flirting with political subordination to
left-talking politicians, white-guilt liberals and the Conrmunist Party. That
this strategy is incapable of defending
the movement is shown by the continuing nationwide repression against the
Panther leadership and cadres.

New Left Evolution
Such t'conservatizing" of the left has

happened before. Indeed, what used to

be called the "New

Left" originated in

large part out of a healthy revulsion
against what the young radicals properly excoriated as a betrayal: the con-

servative, de-revolutionized Communist
Party. Nor has this been confined to
the Stalinist side of the fence. The exTrotskyists of the Socialist Workers
Party'demonstrated their panic-stricken

lack of revolutionary fiber with their
telegram of "condolences" to the widow
Kennedy at the time of the 1963 assassination in Dallas (cf. Srl'nr.lctst f 1
for a review of the left press' reaction)
and have in the years since become
merely a left-talking, reformist formation of the same genre as the CP. Now'
some of the same "New Left" activists,
frustrated by the seeming omnipotence

of the forces of repression and despair-

ing of the potential of the working class
or the organizations which profess to
speak in its name, have turned to a
policy of individual activism, attempt-

quotes Lenin as the alleged authority
for the CP's vicious attitude toward the

-

confrontationists in an artiqle "Tdrror

and Armed Battle Play into Nixon's

Black Panthers is the Weatherman
grouping, can be traced to both the old
"New Left" and to pacifism. Weatherman is quite incapable of explaining

Hands." Mrs. Mitchell quotes Lenin:
"Is thcre not the danger of rupturing
the contact between the revolutionary
organizations and the diaunited ma€s€s
of the discontented, the proteeting, ond
the dispoecd to struggle, who are weak
precisely because they are disunit€d?
Yet it ie this oontact thrt ie the sole
guarantee of our succe6s."
Expanding on this, Mrs. Mitchell repudiates terror tactics and counterposes the proposals of the CP-controlled
Emergency Conference to Defend the
Right of the Black Panther Party to

present relationship of social forces.
Rather, their tactics are directed to-

"The propoeals of the Emergency
Conference that tens of thousands of
people domonstrat€ in New Haven for

ing to substitute their own dedication

for a

conscious working-class move-

ment. This has resulted in qecent
months in a wave of threats, bombings
and sabotage intended to terrorize the
ruling class and the bourgeois state.
The roots of this mood, whose most
prominent exponent apart from some
individuals marginally connected to the

how its confrontations and street actions can precipitate any change in the

ward demonstrating their hatred of this

society and their commitment to destroy it; thus they strike out, largely at
symbols, in the only way they can imagine. The pacifists call this middle-class
ethical, apolitical approach to political
questions "bearing moral witness," but
no matter what it is called it merely

demonstrates the activists' lack of a
political program. In its essence it constitutes a denial of Leninism, which is
a projection of the road to pouer Lot
the working class, a programmatic
guide to action whose purpose is not to
embody subjective satisfactions but to
rip capitalist society up by the roots

and substitute workers' control of

a

new social order.
The left-wing terrorists are, then, an

integral part of the radical movement
whose orientation is dramatically counterposed to that of revolutionary socialism. They are objectively anti-Leninist,

destructive and self-destructive. Like

any other radical but not genuinely

Marxist grouping (the CP, SWP, Workers League, Progressive Labor') they
ale no more than this. But it is neces-

sary to undelstand also that they an'e no
less. The response of the vast majority
of the ostensibly revolutionary olganizations to the terrorists has been frighteningly lacking in basic solidarist impulse. a complex of outright gutlessness and infantile sectarianism which
bodes

ill for the left's ability to

fight

back by political means against rulingclass repression.

Another CP Sellout
As might be expected, the Communist Party stands at the forefront of
the left's distorted reaction. Writing in
the 15 April issue of the Dai,IA Worlil
Charlene Mitchell, CP presidential can-

didate

in the

1968 national elections,

Exist. She writes:

the freedom of Black Panther leader

Bobby Seale and that one million signatures on petitions demanding a stop to
U.S. genocidal practices be preeemted to
the United Nations, will if reolized, be
a tremendous advance of the struggle

for black liberaticn, Doace

dignity."

Elsewhere

ondl humon

in her article she argues

against so-called "retaliation" by Black
people, stating that self-def ense'inoorinhly is useless or dangerous. This car-

ries the unstated corollary that the
oppressed must rely on racist coPs,

liberal politicians, the Democratic Party
and the bourgeois courts. It should be
clear from Mitchell's article that "terror and armed battle" play not so much
into "Nixon's hands" as into the hands
of the CP and other sellouts, revisionists, opportunists and fakers who point

to the

"excesges"

of a

radical movement as a

section

foil to

of the
preach

faith in the
U.N., It is precisely the 4O-year history of betrayals by social patriots and
liberal lackeys like the CP which has
driven the radical youth, in revulsion,
to impatiently abandon Marxism along
with the fake-Marxists.
pacifism, social peace and

Lenin on Terrorism
Mrs. Mitchell has, along with all the

rest, the collossal effrontery to claim
communist authorily for this wretched
betrayal; she drags in the icon of Lenin

as a stick to beat Weatherman ! But
what Lenin in reality thought about

terrorism does not so easily blend into
the CP recipe for supporting liberalism. So Mrs. Mitchell does not bother
pointing out that what she has quoted
was ripped out of context in order to
diametrically twist the meaning. In the
so,me po,t'&graph (ftom "Where to Begin?") as the quoted excerpt, Lenin in
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1901 had said:

"In principle

the revisionists deny them even the subwe hove never rej,ected,

and cannot reject, terror. Terror is one
of the forms of military oction that may
be perfectly suitable or eyen esaential
at a definite juncture in the battle,
given a definite state of the troopa and
the existence of definite conditiorm. . . .

IBut we] declare emphatically that
under the present conditions such a
means of struggle is inopportune and
unsuitable; that it diverts the most active fightere from their real task, the
task which ia most important from the
etandpoint of the interests of the movement as a whole; and that it disorganizes the forccs, not of the government,

but the r€volution."
Further, the lines immediately following Mrs. Mitcbell's quote hardly rein-

force her view:

"Far be it from us to deny the
signifioance of heroic individual blows,
but it is our duty to sound a tigorous
warning ag'ainst heooming infatuated
with terror, against taking it to be the

chief and basic means of struggle, as so
many poople strongly inclirne to do at
present. Terror oan never be a negular
military operation; at best it can only
s€rve a€ one of the methods employed
in a decisive assault."

The spirit of what Lenin really
thought about heroic individualism is a
million miles removed from the "peace-

ful

with capitalism" road
offered militants by the CP. It is not
coexistence

Lenin preaching social peace, warning
against self-defense, trotting out cute

hinLs that violence serves the capitalists, organizing phony and pointless petitions to that decornposing gimcrack of
pious bourgeois unity, the U.N, Lenin
clearly opposes terrorism from a strategic point of view; it is wrong in the
long run because outside a revolu-

tionary situation it is only one more
diuersion from political struggle, Lenin
opposes left-wing terrorism because it

is not reaolutionary enough. As against
individualistic diversions he offers not
mealy-mouthed platitudes or liberalism
but the construction and organization

of the revolutionary party. Lenin's
thought, in its context, would have

served Mitchell admirably as a polemic
against adventurism-if that was really what she wanted. But she was forced
to truncate and distort Lenin's statement beeause honest consideration of
what Lenin wrote shows he opposed isolated acts of terrorism from a reaolutiorwry, not a "respectable" standpoint.
The pious liberals whom Mrs. Mitchell
fears will be alienated by terrorism
would certainly be equally horrified by

Leninism!
SWP Red-Baiting
The central weakness of groups like
Weatherman is that, while its adher-

ents are subjectioely revolutionary, objectively they lack even the rudiments

of a

-5

revolutionary program. However

jective intent. In this regard, the response of the Socialist Workers PartyYoung Socialist Alliance is similar to
the CP's. After nearly a year of exotica-baiting and heaping lidicule on

lVeatherman (cf. "You Don't Need a
Weathernran to Know \Yhit:h Way the
Wind Blorss-ol Anything Dlse" in the
October 1969 Yotntg Socialistl the S\\'P
has finally surfaced a hald, definitive
position: George Novack's "Marxisltr
vs. Neo-Anarchist Terrolism" in the
June 1970 Internationul Soeta|ist Reaiew. Despite its title the article has
nothing in cornmon lvit,h Marxism; the
vierv it states is qualitatively indistinguishable from the CPUSA.
The Novack article is reDlete rvith
dabs and pieces of "\'Ialxist" scholar-

ship: some passing tefelences to

Rus-

sian levolutionary history, Lenitt's
struggles against the Nalodniki, quotes
from Trotsky, and tlte like. Unlike
Lenin and Trotsky, howevet', rvho howevennuch fighting against a deteriola-

tion of struggle resulting in individudl

violence neveltheless indicated

a

syrn-

pathetic understanding of its soulces,
Novack's statement is one more cornponent in the SWP's iconization of
Trotsky--doing with him rvhat the CP
does with Lenin. Thus, an isolated in-

stance-in this case Trotsky's pamphlet The Kiroa Assassination-is singled
out from a welter of possibilities as the
sine qua nott of Trotskyisrn. This conveys a general irnplession which is lad-

ically different fronr the general thlust
of Trotsl<y's attitucle, rvhile the corpus
as a whole is allolved to rnouldel quiet-

ly in the qrchives.

The facts sun'ounding the Kirov assassination are these: I(ilov, a ldading
functionary who rvas one of Stalin's
associates, was assassinated

by Nicho-

laiev in 1934, in sun'oundings which are
still unclear, although it is norv believed
the GPU was heavily irnplicated. The
assassination gave Stalin a pretext,

immediately recognized by Trotsky, to
frame up former oppositionists still in
the Soviet Union. This began the big
blood purges which, over the next halfdozen years, resulted in the root-andbranch extermination of all those individuals remaining of Lenin's Bolshevik
party.
Throughout the whole of ?he Kirol
Assassination Trotsky is attempting to
deflect the axe poised over the neck of

the Soviet oppositionalists, to head off
the clearly intended blood purges. Already, by the time Trotsky set out to
write his pamphlet, fifteen members of
the so-called "anti-soviet" group headed
by Zinoviev had been arrested in con-

nection with the Kirov afrair. It was
manifest-and this was later to become
one of the central plops for the staged
trials-that in the shooting of Kirov

an excuse had presented itself for the
physical liquidation

of oppositionalists,

something heretofore lacking.

It

was

clear that a myth was being promulgated: Stalin was seeking to establish

Nicholaiev as, in Trotsky's wordS, "the
terrorist agent of an internal opposition in the party." It is to d,estroa this
ollicial rnyth, to hold up to the ridicule of

the rvolld the Stalinist lie that the old

Bolsheviks rvanted to sabotage and destroy the Soviet Union, that Trotsky
linds it imperative at this time to heavily and lepetitively underscore those
cornponents of Marxists' hostility to
terrorisrn. To single out the writings of
this period, as Novack does, in order to
imply such was the sum total of Trotsky's views on the subject, is disingenuous, deliberately misleading, and on a
pal with the Stalinist iconography that

rvhat Lenin wrote

in

heated polemic

against Trotsky in 1912 represented for
all tirne, undying and unchangable, his
full panoply of viervs on the man. By

so doing, Novack in effect suppressed
Trotsky's full views on terrorism.
Trotsky on Terrorism

For example, in February 1939 Trotsky wrote a polemic against the open-

ing of the French trial in which

the
accused, Hersehel Grynzspan, was be-

ing tried for shooting a Nazi official in
the German Embassy in Paris late in
1938. Tlotsky wrote "For Grynzspan:
Against the Fascist Pogrom Gangs and

Stalinist Scoundrels," from which the

following passages are taken:
". . . We Marxists consider the tactic of individual terror inexpedient in
the tasks of the liberating struggle of

the proletariat as wpll as

oppreesed

nationalities- A single isofat€d hero cannot replace the masses. But we tnder-

stand only too clearly the inevitability
of such convulsive acts of despair and
vengeance. All our ernotions, all our
sympathies are with the self-socriffcing
avengers even though they have been
unable to discover the correct road.
Our sympathy becomes intensified because Grynszpan is not a political militant but an inexperienced youth, almost
a boy, whose only counse,llor was a feel.

ing of indignation. To tear Grynszpan
out of the hands of oapitalist iustic"e,
which is capable of chopping ofr his
head to further serve capitalist diplo-

macy, is the elementary, immediate task

of the international working class!"
"In the moral sense, although not for

his

mode of action, Grynszpan may
serve as an example for every yourg
revolutionist. Our open moral solidarity

with Grynszpan gives us an

added

right

to say to all the other would-be Grynszpans, to

all those capable of self-sacri-

fice in the struggle against despotism
and bestiality: seek another road! Not
the lone avenger can free the oppress-

ed, but only a great revolutionary
movement of the masses which will

leave no remnant of the entire structure of class exploitation, national oppression and racial persecution "
(Continueil Next Page)
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ism, draft resistance, student power,
etc.) many of the cutrent Weathermen

.. TERROR

Needless to say, thele is not a 's'hisper

of a wold lilie this anyrvhele in Novack.
This is only consistent: Novack's or'ganization has given up any hope for
ploletalian revolutiolr and today deliberately blochs the developnrent of revolutionary consciousness, seeking to tie
would-be larlicals to the labol bttleaucrats and the liberal bourgeoisie. When
Novack writes that "terrorism is petty-

bourgeois libelalism temporalily gone
berserk" the only response can be that
Novack is Pabloist revisionism going
out with a sigh antl a rvhimper, arm in
arm with the "sane" liberals.

Further, this same SWP which so
one-sidedly condenlns tlie small, iso-

lated, halassed left-rving tet'r'olists
hele as if they wcle trot even pat't tif

the movenrent also abandons Trotsliyisnr flom anothcr ansle. It is noteworthy th:rt in those coulrtlies whct'e
guerillaism ertrtl othct non-ploletariatr

str:rtegics arc urost pt'evalcnt (c.g. Latin Anrerit'a) thc SWP antl its itrtet'tta-

tional collabolators cal)itulate to thcir
polrulalitl'. Otte hezrts ru;tltittg flonr the
SIVP trnd

ils

:tssociabcs zrbout Lctrin's
polenrics a,gainst thc Nalodniki, about

the necessity to counterpose a ploletalian strategy and proEram to guerillaisnr an(l analchisnt there, precisely where the ideological battle against
petty-bourgeois ten'orism is rnost necessaly. In fact it is the vocifelottsll'
anti-tellolist S\YP rvhich seemingly

u'ould have become dedicated pro-working-class revolutionaries.

Another SDS staternent went even
fulther. Regarding the RYM confrontations around the countly, culminatin11 in the Chicago actions last fall, a
national press lelease by SDS dated 2
October (r'eprinted in Ncu.t Left Notes'
Moratorium supplernent) called . the
RYII demonstrators cops outright!
"These actions were all the woik of
a group of police agents and hate-thepeople lunatics who walked out of the
SDS at the June Convention. . . . The
bankers and big business men who run
the country are using this clique (led
by Mark Rudd) for two purpos€s. First,
to divert people so they won't fight
back anymore. Second. to discredit SDS
and radical ideas in general. This
group's 'Days of Ragc' planned for
Chicago, Oct. 8-11 is a police trap. . . ."
This disgusting red-baiting can have
only one consequcncc: it disarms the

in thc face of vicious lepression ainrcd at destroying the left. Obviously, -the most vocal, tborn-in-thernovemenb

side conflontationists ancl tet'r'orists
lvill conre fir'st; thcrn, after public opin-

ion has been suitably prepared by the
fir'st repressions, all the rest. If there

is one thing to be learned from the gutless behavior of the CP during the

rvitchhunt it is that going "respectable"
only disarms the left's sttppot'ters; the
bourgeoisie tr.ill not be confused in the

Ieast.

It is the responsibility of the ostensible revolutionaries to coure to grips
rvith rvrong, faulty ideas and defeat
them politically-in Trotsky's words, to
help them "choose another 1osd"-nef,
to stand by u'ith a "hands off" attitude
hopin.q the cops will purge them from
the movement.
Defend the Movement!

lVhat will really aid the urovernent in
fighting tepression is not sanctimonious
fingerrvagging ir la Novack or pretended virginity, but vigorous d,efense of

by the government.
For the Pl,led SDS to argue that recent violence was aimed against "the

those persecuted

people" again denies the political motivat'ion of the activists, who sincelely
thought blorving up large corporation
olfices and poiice stations was fighting
the bourgeoisie. Such actions ale indced naive: they deny the potency of

the alnrcd mi.qht of the state and
thc stlength of most people's legalistic

illusions. It is necessary to e-rplaiu to
rvould-be telrolists that thcy ale substituting the excitetnettt of coulageous

individual actions fol a nruch halder
taslt-the radicalization of the Amelican'worlting class. But SDS is mole
interested in explaining

it "has

nothing

to do with" terroristic activities. Legal
defense of all ladical activists victimized by the bourgeois state is necessary

not only to protect the movement as a

whole but also to establish the authority

owns the irnport license and patents of

vicarious Guevarisrn,

MARXIST BUTLETIN

"Police Agents"?

As if the SWP-CP disavorval of
Dlalxisnr u'elc not enough, an atlocity
sinrilar in liinrl rvas plesented by the
Progressive Larbor'-supported SDS. A

leaflet advertising an SDS anti-rvar
denronstration on Aplil 15 ("SDS: l\lass
Action Not Mad Bombings") ends rvith
this harangue:
"We see the way forward as winniug
masses of students to ally with working people to attack the problems that
most people in this country face. We
absolutely condcmn and have nothing
to do with tcrrorist bombings that only
attack and intimidate the people!"
This is all askcrv. Whatevcl thc con-

sequences

of bonrb-thtorving, thcse

:rqc

not "mad bonrbitrgs" by mentally tlistulbed people l)ut politicul acts, htrwever inefrcctive or even dangelous to
the nrovenrent. It is a gloss deception-

for people calling themselves radicalsto pretend otherruiSe. Those courageous,

individualistic, disorieutecl radicals came
to their politics in a context-the absence of a stlon!{, truly Leninist revo-

lutionary vanguat'd partl'. 11o6 such a
party existed, or had the various left
tendencies been nrore interested in laying the roots for one rather than chas-

ing after every petty-boulgeois rvill-o'the-wisp ("peace now," Black National-
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of the revolutionary left to set

the

Weatherman followers straight. Individualistic, programless tactics must be

politically exposed and counterposed to

a Leninist strategy. But all the quotes
in the world from Lenin will not con-

vince the radical confrontationists
when they appear in the mouths of

those who prove themselves more concerned with their own "respectability"

than with principled defense of repres-

sion's victitns,

Through its hypocrisy, PL has man-

aged to hang itself in an exquisite contradiction. It has recently indulged iL
self in a series of gangster attacks on
other radical groups (primarily the

SMC and SWP-YSA)

in the

Boston

area, As a point of principle they have
resolutely refused to join with other
organizations (whom they label "counter-revolutfonaly") in common struggles against exclusionism and beatings
of other organizations on the left. Yet
they are quick to repudiate and label
as cops any section of the movement
which proposes violence against the
bourgeoisie. PL-SDS would appear to
operate under the general slogan, Vio-

lence Within the Workels Movement,
But Hands Off the Bourgeoisie! It is
not a position calculated to bring much
clarity to the necessary political struggle with individualistic-oriented radicals.

PL's shameful conduct tolvard its

po-

litical antagonists is symptomatic of the
weakness and sectarianism of the left in

genelal. Side by side with the recent
fierce intensification of government repression against the left is a catalogue

of incidents of right-wing terlorism

agairrst radical organizations-threats,
beatings, bombings and even murder.
Not only legal defense against the government but also physical self-d,efense
against the right wing is urgently
called for. What is needed are united,
fronts of all radical organizations to
protect groups and individuals threatened and victr'nrized !:v the otganized

right wing. But a ladical movement
split apart by rampant sectarianism,
blatant exclusionism and scandalous
gangsterism does not have the consciousness necessary even to defend
against a danger rvhich menaces its
very existence.

Vlohlforth Arnok
Whenever swinish behavior over and
above the norm is to be found on the

left, it is a certainty that Wohlforth's
Workers League will be there in full
wallow. Their characterization of the
terrorists was perhaps inevitable; they
refer to Weatherman as ". . . this protofascist group of declassed hoodlums."
(Bulletin,6 Oct., 1969) It should suffice to say that Wohlforth, as a premature anti-proto-fascist, again places
himself on the wrong side of the class
Iine. But the difficulty for Wohlforth

only begins here. Another passage in
the same editorial states ".. . the Panthers are nothing more than a black re-

of Rudd." Since a socialist
group is hardly in the habit of supporting or defending fascists, "proto-" or
otherwise, obviously they would refuse
to defend Weatherman. But the WL has
elsewhere (29 July L969 Bulletin) atgued that it is a closs issue to defend the
Panthers! According to the Wohlforthites, then, defense of the Black Weathflection

ermen (Panthers) is a class

issue,

whereas defense of the (white) Weathermen would mean support to the class
enemy! What this gobbledygook really
means is that it is opportunism alone
which makes t}le Bulletin come out to

defend the Panthers.

But the Wohlforthites are only a
g'rosser example of the acute contraj
diction which affects the CP, SWP,
SDS and PL. All of them defend the

Panthers. And none of them state any
solidarity at all with groups like Weatherman. Where lies the difference? The
Panthers are a large organization, they

are Black, and they are populnr with

large segments of the leftliberal bourgeoisie. The Weathermen are small,
white and unpopular. The forner is
supported, the latter not. And the difference is unbridled opportunism, Noth-

ing

more.

As with the Panthers, it is the class
duty of all radicals and militants to de-

fend Weatherman. Class issues are not
dependent upon what is currently popular with the liberals, One may disagree
with "outbreaks" tactically; one is

bound to advise militants-including
Black militants-against adventurism.
But this much must be clear: once the

battle has been joined, we have a side-

the side of the oppressed, outraged and
exploited (ghetto "rioters" against the
cops, strikers against scabs, the Panthers and Chicago "Conspiracy" against
bourgeois "justice") against the ruling
class and its state.

In this connection, Malxists rvould

do

rvell to recall Marx's own stand at the
bime of the Paris Commune, He analyzed the class antagonisms of French
;ociety and understood that the emerging French proletariat did not yet have
the social force to hold power and rule
in its own right, and therefore the Paris
Commune rising could be no more than
a heroic, tragic episode whose fulfillnent could come only later on in another historical epoch. But Marx also
understood that his side in this strug-

gle was the side of the

embattled

French working class and that he would

not stand on the sidelines denouncing
equally the futile rebellion of.the workers and the murderous bourgeois rerction. The Marxists of today must sim-

ilarly

understand that we cannot be
neutral or noncommittal in the face of
confrontations betvyeen the bourgeois

REUBEN'S BOMB: Ultra-rishtist

mock-up mailed to Texas comrade.
state and those who seek, no matter how
gropingly, to struggle against it. In this
one respect the ill-advised super'-militancy of the Weatherman followers
can be likened to the spontaneous, inchoate outbursts of rage against the
system and the cops on the part of
Black people in the ghettoes. Fully
though we understand that these Black
rebellions cannot, in the absence of a
conscious and united proletarian levolution, succeed in overthrowing the cap-

italist state, we must notretheless

recognize that on the most elemental level
of solidarity and defense we stand with
the oppressed against their exploiters.

The real crime vis-a-vis terror politics and heroic individualism is that it
allows the revolutionary energies of

some of the movement's most talented,
dedicated people to be channeled into
futile and self-destructive actions. It is
our job to seek to redirect these energies into genuinely revolutionary directions.

For a Yanguard Party

To terrorist diversions, Lenin counterposed the vanguard party:

". .. the immediate task of our porty
is not to summon all available forces
for the attack right now, but to call
for the formation of a revolufionary
organization capable of uniting all
forces and guiding the movement in
actual practice and not in name only,
that is, an organization ready at any
time to support every protest and every
outbreak and use it to build up and

consolidate the fighting forces suitable

for the decisive struggle."

The kind of organization envisioned by
Lenin does not now exist in this country, but only some rotting corpses of iLs
former aspirants or pretenders. These

serve only to repel genuine revolutionary
impulses so that some youth turn in de-

spair toward methods of combatting the
bourgeois order "by the deed." To revolutionaries who might be inclined toward

such methods we say "seek another
toad": the constluction of the Leninist
combat party which can lead the work-

ing class in smashing the capitalist order
and the bourgeois state. I

